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Abstract
Priming reflects the capacity of plants to memorise environ-
mental stress experience and improve their response to
recurring stress. Epigenetic modifications in DNA and associ-
ated histone proteins may carry short-term and long-term
memory in the same plant or mediate transgenerational ef-
fects, but the evidence is still largely circumstantial. New
experimental tools now enable scientists to perform targeted
manipulations that either prevent or generate a particular
epigenetic modification in a particular location of the genome.
Such ‘reverse epigenetics’ approaches allow for the interro-
gation of causality between individual priming-induced modifi-
cations and their role for altering gene expression and plant
performance under recurring stress. Furthermore, combining
site-directed epigenetic manipulation with conditional and cell-
type specific promoters creates novel opportunities to test and
engineer spatiotemporal patterns of priming.
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Introduction
Environmental stress such as drought, cold, pests or
pathogens, triggers responses in plants that enable
adaptation and protection. Previous exposure to a tran-
sient, non-lethal stress event often improves plant per-

formance under recurring stress; a phenomenon called
priming (also acclimation, hardening) [1]. Terminology
www.sciencedirect.com
in this research field is yet to be harmonised and some
definitions are offered in Box 1. Priming has many facets,
but it generally includes at least two stress events
separated by a period of no stress (Figure 1a). The
critical observation is that a plant that has experienced
the initial event, the primed plant, shows a different
response to the later event compared to a plant that has
not experienced the stress before (naı̈ve plant). It im-

plies that there is a biological entity in the primed plant
which persists during the stress-free period and alters
the second response e in short, a memory. As the per-
formance of the primed plant during the stress-free
period is not impeded, it is assumed that the memory
is dormant, not imposing a metabolic cost. Memory in
plants is a hot topic; what is its nature and how is it
established, maintained, used, and erased? Chromatin-
based biology (epigenetics) offers compelling candi-
dates, but it is important not to neglect other possibil-
ities such as stable metabolites and protein

modifications, or stored hormone derivatives and signal
precursors [1]. Very likely several different mechanisms
co-exist and collaborate, and the effectiveness of a
particular process will depend on the exact priming
scenario and whether it requires short-term or long-term
memory (Figure 1b). In this review we will focus on
epigenetic processes (Figure 1c) and summarise the
current state of mechanistic insights as well as highlight
open questions and opportunities to address them
through novel technology.
Epigenetic priming mechanisms
There is convincing evidence that transcriptional re-
sponses to recurring stress differ between primed and
naı̈ve plants [2]. Although many of the reported differ-
ences may be a mere reflection of different stress
tolerance rather than its cause, transcripts are a good
readout of priming because they are fast, easily trac-
table, and quantitative. Important mechanistic insight
has been obtained from studying the chromatin context

of so-called ‘memory’ genes, which include genes that
show transcript changes that persist during the recovery
period (type I) and genes that return to control
expression levels during recovery but show faster and/or
stronger responses when the stress re-occurs (type II)
[2]. Some emerging trends from this research are
described below with example references. For a more
comprehensive list of reported observations see Table 1.
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Box1. What’s in a name? That which we call priming

Definitions of priming and memory vary between authors and
disciplines within plant science. The biotic stress field mostly refers
to priming as a sensitisation of inducible defence mechanisms,
which develops after exposure to an (a)biotic stimulus and causes a
faster and/or stronger defence reaction to recurrent stress. The
abiotic stress field uses a broader definition of priming, also referred
to as acclimation or hardening, whereby priming either leads to a
sustained up-regulation (Type-I), or a sensitisation (Type-II) of
adaptive responses. Adopting this broader definition of stress
priming, we can then define stress memory as the partitioning of
information that is maintained over cell division and interacts with
regulatory networks between the genome, epigenome, proteome,
and metabolome to influence the whole-organism phenotype. In this
context, memory genes are defined as genes displaying type-I or
type-II expression profiles. Finally, the terms induced resistance
(against pests and diseases) and acquired tolerance (to abiotic
stress) are used to describe the adaptive consequence of memory
and priming, providing the plant with improved fitness under recur-
rent stress. In summary, stress memory is the blueprint, priming is
the pathway, and induced resistance/acquired tolerance is the
end result.
Memory genes involved in short-term (<1 week)
priming for dehydration, heat, pathogens or herbivory
are characterised by several changes; (a) an increase of

active transcriptional marks, such as H3K4me2/3 [3e5]
or H3K9Ac [6,7], and/or a reduction in repressive marks,
such as H3K27me3 [41], (b) chromatin remodelling
around the promoters resulting in a more open, acces-
sible structure [8,9], and (c) persistence of stalled po-
lymerase and pre-initiation complex during recovery
periods [3,5]. The findings suggest that short-term
priming relies on facilitating active transcription of
memory genes and on maintaining the transcriptional
machinery in a ‘ready-to-go’ state to enable faster and/or
stronger re-induction.

By contrast, long-term and trans-generational priming
has been associated with the release of gene repression
or TE silencing, apparent in H3K27me3 or DNA
methylation profiles. The role of H3K27me3 in long-
term somatic temperature memory is well established
for vernalisation [10], but its role in long-term stress
priming remains unclear. Gaps in H3K27me3 islands
caused by osmotic/salt priming were reported to persist
for at least 10 days in unstressed conditions, offering
candidate sites for somatic long-term memory [11].
Upon heat treatment, the H3K27me3 demethylase

REF6 is directly activated by the transcription factor
HSFA2 which leads to inhibition of tasiRNA biosynthesis
and transgenerational effects on flowering time [12].

Environmental stress has been reported to cause both
hyper- and hypo-DNA methylation genome-wide
[13,14]. In some studies, these changes were linked to
improved stress tolerance, stronger transcriptional re-
sponses, and TE activation. Cis-regulation is the
prevailing model, whereby the epigenetic status of a TE
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2023, 75:102432
determines the expression of the nearby gene. For
instance, enhanced susceptibility of the Arabidopsis ros1
mutant to Pseudomonas syringae can be explained by
hyper-methylated TE loci in the promoters of two
defence regulatory genes [15], and increased CHG
methylation in the first intron of the RPP7 gene ensures
race-specific resistance against downy mildew [16,17].
However, an increasing number of reports highlight the

potential for trans-regulation of memory genes by
priming-associated hypomethylation of TEs implicating
mechanisms such as non-coding RNAs [18,19] and
long-range interactions between TEs and memory
genes [20].

Transmission of priming to the progeny requires escape
from the endogenous machinery that resets the epige-
netic marks in the germline. Experimentally, this can be
achieved through mutants in critical players such as
ROS1, DDM1, and REF6/ELF6 [15,20,21], but natural

environmental stress can also interfere with epigenetic
resetting. For example, severe heat stress in the parent
plant inhibits the biosynthesis of siRNAs, which play a
critical role in correct DNA methylation in embryos, and
improves heat responses in the progeny [22]. Plants also
possess dedicated epigenetic feedback loops to maintain
global homeostasis of particular marks [23e26], and
these are likely to play a role in the erasure of accu-
mulated epigenetic memory.
Open questions
Chromatin research has achieved important insights into
the epigenetic modifications occurring in primed plants.
Nevertheless, some fundamental questions remain open
and need to be addressed urgently to achieve
a breakthrough.

Which of the observed epigenetic changes are
causal?
While reports of chromatin modifications in primed
plants are mounting, the evidence for their function in
priming to date remains largely correlative and circum-
stantial. Mutants and suppressor screens have shown
that several key components of the transcriptional and
epigenetic machinery are required for priming, but they
do not test whether a change observed in a particular
locus is essential for priming. This question can only be
answered by targeted, site-specific manipulations that
either prevent or generate a particular modification in a
particular location. Furthermore, the exact temporal

sequence of events upon stress application and release
still needs to be unravelled, which would require such
manipulations to be inducible and conditional.

Which mechanisms confer specificity?
The effectiveness of epigenetic stress memory depends
on the eliciting stress and the targeted processes, yet
the specificity-determining components remain unclear.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Experimental protocols and evidence for priming a: Basic priming scheme. Priming involves an initial priming stimulus (solid arrow) and a later
stress challenge (dashed arrow) separated by a recovery period of no stress (dotted arrow). The priming stimulus induces a stress memory, which is
maintained over the recovery period and leads to improved performance when the stress reoccurs. b: Examples of priming protocols used to
interrogate priming mechanisms. Different protocols are applied to study short term (blue arrows) and long-term (red arrows) somatic memory in the
same plant, or transgenerational memory in the next and following generations (purple arrows). Short-term memory is studied by assessing priming
effects within a few days after the initial stimulus (see for example [3–5]). Treatments can be applied at early or later stages of plant growth (first and
second set of blue arrows) depending on suitability for abiotic or biotic treatments. To test more long-term somatic memory (red arrows) the recovery
periods should be longer to eliminate effects of short-lived changes (e.g. 10 days in Ref. [11]). Effects of priming lasting into the next generation are often
only seen in the immediate progeny (top set of purple arrows, e.g. Ref. [22]) and sometimes require repetitive treatments in every generation (middle set of
purple arrows [27]). Only a few studies have found evidence for long-lasting transgenerational priming effects. In this case the ‘recovery’ period needs to
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4 Epigenetics and gene regulation
Stress-inducible transcription factors can bring some
stress-specificity to the chromatin remodelling of
memory-related genes, but it is unclear what distin-
guishes memory genes from non-memory genes induced
by the same stress and TF. Epigenetic changes like DNA
demethylation and euchromatisation are common to
different stresses, raising questions about how genome-
wide mechanisms confer stress-specific memory. The

spatiotemporal patterns of stress may entail specificity,
and future research should measure these patterns and
their relation to stress responses. Single-cell approaches
could also shed light on how stress-induced chromatin
changes are maintained and proliferated throughout
plant growth and development.

Novel approaches
The advent of new technologies opens the door to

addressing questions over causality and the spatial
organisation of epigenetic effects in the context of
priming (Figure 2).

Testing causality and separating direct versus
indirect effects
There is no shortage of reports describing genome-wide
epigenetic and chromatin alterations in response to
stress [45,46]. However, only a subset of chromatin
changes are likely to impact future performance at the
transcriptional or physiological levels. The remainder
are likely inert passive consequences of transcription
rewiring or may reflect downstream events that occur

long after the initial priming event. The challenge is
then to identify which changes are important for prim-
ing. One way to begin separating direct from indirect
effects is through precise temporal control of the chro-
matin modifiers using ectopic expression systems [76].
For instance, a recent study used an estradiol-inducible
expression system to demonstrate that functional
include at least one stress-free generation (bottom set of purple arrows, [31,35
correct interpretation of the results. What is the precise nature of the priming s
period? While many proteins and metabolites can remain elevated for several d
grows, needs to either involve stable molecules that can be stored in strategi
mitosis. If the two stress treatments are applied across generations, the mem
from seed quality should be exhausted in the first generation, while epigenet
consideration is the strength and duration of the priming stimulus; it needs to
retardation that may confound the interpretation of the response to subseque
faster, or more focussed? More stress-specific or broader and cross-protectiv
dependent. Transcripts are excellent reporters of altered responses, but do n
important when interpreting evidence on potential memory carriers from diffe
and some of them may persist, but this alone does not prove a causative role in
underpinning stress memory in primed plants. DNA (black line) is wrappe
processes observed within or in the vicinity of so-call memory genes include e
blue tails with circles indicating methyl groups) and other active marks (e.g. H
reducing nucleosome occupancy around promoters, and maintenance of the tr
Other observed changes are a decrease of repressive/silencing marks such a
methylation (purple rhombus). The latter can be mediated by siRNAs and ca
effects on nearby (cis) or distant genes (trans). The different processes have b
transgenerational memory (purple), although this distinction is not strict. Note t
will differ depending on priming status and transcriptional activity. For details,
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complementation of the H3K27me3 demethylase
JMJ30 prior to heat acclimation is necessary for type-2
priming of HSP genes [41]. In another study, a Dex-
inducible system was used to demonstrate the succes-
sion of chromatin rearrangements after binding of the
pioneer transcription factor, LFY [47]. It was shown that
binding of LFY to its target motif leads to displacement
of the H1 linker histone and recruitment of the chro-

matin remodelling factor SWI3B within the first 24 h,
which preceded chromatin relaxation over the course of
5 days. This temporal delay between pioneering TF
binding and subsequent accessibility to non-pioneering
TFs has implications in both developmental and prim-
ing contexts.

Another way to determine which chromatin changes are
causal for priming is to use a ‘reverse’ epigenetics
approach, whereby individual epigenetic modifications
are introduced/removed at precise locations. The tech-

nology to do this has only recently been developed [48].
Most emerging tools are based around catalytically
deactivated CAS9-CRISPR systems that recruit chro-
matin modifiers to site-specific regions of the genome
[49e51]. For instance, the SunTag system has been
used to both deposit and remove DNA methylation at
precise regions using DRM [52] and TET1 [53] effec-
tors, respectively. TET1 is a mammalian derived protein
that does not exist in plants, yet is highly effective in
planta for DNA methylation removal. The numerous
effectors described in mammals [77] therefore provide a

reservoir of potential to generate chromatin targeting
tools with novel capabilities. Direct fusion of the bac-
terial derived MQ1 effector [54] to dCAS9 can also
target methylation - particularly effective in the CG
context - and viral systems can be used to deliver guide
RNAs [55]. Synthetic zinc fingers can also guide
epigenome modifiers, and have been used to enhance
]). A detailed description of the experimental protocol is important to allow
timulus, when and for how long is it applied, and how long is the recovery
ays after stress relief, a memory over longer periods, especially if the plant
c tissue locations, or epigenetic modifications that ‘self-replicate’ during
ory-holding entities need to be able to pass through the germline. Effects
ic changes could potentially extend to several generations. Another
be an effective trigger without causing damage and growth/development
nt stress. Finally, what constitutes an improved response? Stronger and
e? Performance measurements are often time consuming and context
ot necessarily cause the acquired tolerance. A critical approach is also
rent experimental protocols. The priming stimulus induces many changes
the acquired resistance/tolerance. c: Proposed epigenetic mechanisms
d around nucleosomes (grey spheres) composed of histones. Epigenetic
nhanced and persisting methylation of lysine 4 in histone 3 (H3K4me2/3,
3K9Ac, not shown here), as well as recruitment of chromatin remodelers
anscription initiating complex during recovery periods (light-blue spheres).
s tri-methylation of lysine 27 in histone 3 (H3K27me3, red tails) and DNA
n lead to the activation of transposable elements (yellow squares), with
een linked to short-term (blue) and long-term (red) somatic memory, and to
hat not all of the modifications shown occur within the same gene and they
see text and Table 1.
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Figure 2

‘Reverse Epigenetics’methods for precise modulation of epigenetic marks in the genome. a. Direct fusions. The upper panel depicts a zinc-finger
fused to an ‘effector’ domain. In the epigenome engineering context, ‘effectors’ are typically catalytically active enzymatic proteins/domains that can add
or remove (writer/eraser, respectively) particular epigenetic marks such as DNA and histone modifications. Zinc fingers can be designed to target
particular regions of the genome, with each zinc finger domain recognising a particular trinucleotide context. The lower panel depicts a catalytically
deactivated CAS9 (dCAS9) fused to an effector in complex with a guide RNA that directs the complex to complementary regions of the genome through
Watson-Crick base pairing. b. CRISPR-based multimodal recruitment. To improve efficiency, researchers have turned to techniques that allow multiple
effector copies to be recruited to a particular locus while benefitting from the ease of targeting afforded by CRISPR dCAS9. Upper panel: In the SunTag
system, dCAS9 is fused to a tail containing 10–20 copies of the GCN4 epitope, separated by flexible linker regions. GCN4s are recognised by a single
chain variable fragment (scFv) antibody, which is fused to superfolder GFP (for subcellular visualisation), and the effector protein of interest. Lower panel:
In the ACT 3.0 activation system, the SunTag epitope tail system is fused to an MS2 protein, which recognises a modified hairpin portion of the guide
RNA, allowing multiple epitope tails to bind to a single dCAS9 complex, in addition, ACT 3.0 directly fuses VP64 to the dCAS9 to further assist tran-
scriptional activation. In principle, ACT 3.0 can be modified to direct any effector proteins of interest. c. Temporal control. By combining the targeting
approaches with inducibility researchers can control the timing of epigenetic mark manipulation. This is achieved through driving epigenome-engineering
components by inducible promoters, such as heat/Dex or beta-estradiol systems. d. Spatiotemporal control. Inducible control of epigenetic modifi-
cations can be further refined by specifying particular cell types, through the use of cell-type specific promoters.
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cassava’s resistance to blight by hypermethylating the
meSWEET10a promoter [56]. This research exem-
plifies that precise epigenome modification can be a

viable strategy for crop improvement.

Histones can also be modified using these epigenome
engineering strategies. To mimic the natural state,
targeted modifications might need to span several nu-
cleosomes to achieve the desired effect. Nevertheless,
www.sciencedirect.com
CRISPR directed histone acetylation at the ATREB
promoter was sufficient to increase expression and
improve drought resistance of Arabidopsis thaliana [57],

and SunTag systems that recruit histone modifiers can
institute gene silencing [58]. Another recent study
showed that H3K4me3 accumulation and expression of
the heat responsive memory gene locus, APX2, could be
reduced by fusing an inducible dCAS9 to the catalytic
domain of the H3K4me3 demethylase JMJ18, and
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2023, 75:102432
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Table 1

Proposed epigenetic mechanisms underpinning priming.

Molecular observation Molecular machinery Priming stimulus Effect Memory Gene targets Ref.

High H3K4me3 Dehydration Reduced water loss Short-term somatic Type-II memory genes
(Rd29B, Rab18)

[3,5]

Poised pre-initiation complex Pol-II stalled (Ser5P),
MYC2, TPB (Med25)

Dehydration Reduced water loss Short-term somatic Type-II memory genes
(Rd29B, Rab18)

[3,5]

High H3K4me2/3 HSFA2 Heat Thermotolerance Short-term somatic Type-I memory gene
(APX2)

[4]

Low nucleosome occupancy FGT1, BRM, CHR11/17 Heat Thermotolerance Short-term somatic Type-I memory gene
(HSA32)

[8]

Nucleosome replication BRU1/TSK/MGO3 Heat Thermotolerance Short-term somatic Type-I memory genes [28]
Low H2K27me3 JUMONJI (JMJ) proteins Heat Thermotolerance Short-term somatic Type-II memory genes

(HSP22) and HSP17.6C)
[41]

High H3K4me3, H3K9Ac,
open chromatin

NPR1, SNI1, W- and P-box
motifs.

P. syrinage Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic Nearby type-II memory
genes (e.g. WRKY, PR
genes).

[7,9,29,30]

DNA hypo-methylation,
siRNAs

MOM1 P. syrinage Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic Distant type-I memory
genes (e.g. PRR/NLR
genes)

[18]

Low nucleosome occupancy CAF1 fas2 mutant Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic Nearby Type-I memory
genes (WRKYs, PRs)

[33]

H3K9/14Ac, H3K4me2, PAD4, SID2, BABA Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic, Nearby type-II memory
genes (e.g. PTI and PR)

[34]

H3K9me2 H3K27me3,
non-CG DNA
hypo-methylation

NPR1, SNI1, SUVH4 BABA Enhanced disease
resistance

Long-term somatic,
trans-generational

Nearby and distant type-II
memory genes

[35–37]

Altered nucleosome
occupancy

EDA16 (negative
regulation)

Flg22 Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic Nearby Type-I memory
genes

[38]

Altered non-CG DNA
methylation, low H3K56ac

H1, H3K56ac Flg22 Enhanced disease
resistance

Short-term somatic Nearby type-I and type-2
memory genes

[39]

DNA hypo-methylation ROS1, AGO1, RdDM JA Enhanced herbivore
resistance

Long-term somatic REP2 transposons and
distant type-I and type-II
memory genes

[19]

Low H3K27me3 Hyperosmotic (salt) Reduced Na uptake Long-term somatic Type-II memory gene
(HKT1)

[11]

DNA hyper-methylation Long non-coding RNAs Hyperosmotic (salt) Enhanced survival Transgenerational Type-I memoryCNI1/ATL31 [27]
Low H3K27me3, inhibition

of siRNA
REF6, HSFA2, SGIP3,

DSS3
Heat Transgenerational HTTP [12]

Inhibition of siRNA synthesis RDR6/SGS3 Heat Transgenerational [22]
TE activation

(if siRNA defective)
ONSEN Heat Acquired heat

sensitivity
Transgenerational Nearby genes [40]

H3K9Ac,
DNA hypo-methylation

NPR1, ROS1, RdDM P. syringae Enhanced disease
resistance

Transgenerational Nearby and distant type-II
memory genes (WRKYs,
PRs)

[6,31,32]

Release of silencing UV-C, flagellin, heat/cold Enhanced HR Transgenerational Transgenes [42–44]
DNA hypo-methylation DDM1 ddm1-induced epi-RILs Enhanced disease

resistance
Transgenerational Distant type-1 and type-2

memory genes
[20]
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Epigenetic processes in plant stress priming Harris et al. 7
targeting the construct to the promoter of APX2 [59].
Importantly, some H3K4me3 reduction at APX2 still
occurred with a catalytically dead version of JMJ18,
demonstrating that either JMJ18 and its associated
binding partners, or dCAS9 itself, is sufficient to reduce
H3K4me3. This critical catalytically dead control un-
derscores the importance of careful experimental design
and interpretation for researchers using chromatin en-

gineering to investigate priming.

Monitoring spatial organisation and cell-type specific
effects
Another key outstanding question in priming concerns
the spatial organisation and distribution of cellular
memory in the plant. Spatiotemporal patterns might link
stress and target specificity of priming with tissue
context. Do all cells that experience a particular priming
event behave similarly? Is the enhanced response
observed in primed plants due to more cells becoming
responsive, or because the same cells react more strongly?
Researchers are beginning to parse these questions using
cell-type specific and single-cell profiling approaches.

Using manual dissection and transgenic techniques,
scientists have been able to gain a deeper understanding
of epigenetic variation within and between plant tissues.
For example, the INTACT and FACS methods have
allowed researchers to analyse individual cell types,
revealing significant variations in levels of methylation
[60], chromatin accessibility [61], histone modifications
[62] and variants [61,63], particularly in gamete and
meristematic tissues. However, a major challenge with
these approaches is their low-input nature, which can
make traditional chromatin profiling difficult. To over-

come this challenge, researchers are increasingly turning
to transposase-based approaches that enable direct
integration of NGS-compatible primers [63]. Although
ChIP alternatives such as CUT&Run [78e80] and
CUT&Tag [64e66] show promise, they have not yet
been widely adopted in plant research.

Single-cell approaches provide an avenue to gain an
unbiased view of cell-type specific responses, and of
heterogeneity within populations of isolated cells [67].
Many initial studies in A. thaliana have focused on single-
cell transcriptomics in root tissue [68e71]. Researchers
have also used single-cell ATAC-sequencing to profile
chromatin accessibility across a range of maize tissues
[72]. This work demonstrated that chromatin features
can be used to parse cell identity at high resolution and
provided evidence for non-cell autonomous transcrip-
tion factor action, which has important potential impli-
cations in the context of priming.

Recently, there has been a surge of pre-print manu-
scripts documenting single-cell approaches in various
contexts, including pathogen infection and abiotic

stresses. A single-cell transcriptomic analysis of
www.sciencedirect.com
A. thaliana leaf tissue during P. syringae infection used
pseudotime inference in combination with information
from reporter lines, and provided evidence that virulent
bacteria reprogram large sections of the leaf towards
susceptibility along a spatial and temporal continuum
[75]. Developing technologies such as spatial tran-
scriptomics directly combine single-cell resolution ge-
nomics with retention of spatial information from the

tissue [73]. Furthermore, multi-omics approaches that
allow the simultaneous profiling of multiple chromatin
marks within the same cell [74] could help to unravel
the relationships between marks and their dynamics
during transition states, such as priming.
Conclusions
The biology underpinning priming is complex and var-
iable, depending on many factors, and cause-effect
relationships are difficult to extract. The study of
chromatin-based processes has generated novel mecha-
nistic insight into potential molecular memory carriers,
but open questions remain concerning causality, speci-
ficity and location. New technologies create exciting
opportunities to address these questions. By using pre-

cise temporal and locus control of epigenetic modifiers,
as well as cell type-specific and single-cell profiling ap-
proaches, researchers will be able to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the complex molecular mechanisms that
underlie priming. This knowledge will be essential for
developing new strategies for crop improvement and
stress adaptation, as well as for advancing our funda-
mental understanding of epigenetic regulation.
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